Prospera International Network of Women’s Funds
This process belongs to the Prospera network—every member—and every person
who participated and actively engaged in Noor.
With deep appreciation to our Board, members, staff, consultants, and individuals
who helped create magic.

Prospera Board of Directors 2002:
Carla López Cabrera- Fondo Centroamericano de Mujeres, FCAM
Françoise Moudouthe- African Women’s Development Fund
Judy Kan- HER Fund
Kate Kroeger- Urgent Action Fund
Leila Hessini- Global Fund for Women
Mary Rusimbi- Women’s Fund Tanzania Trust
Nadejda Dermendjieva- Bulgarian Fund for Women
Tulika Srivastava- Women’s Fund Asia

Noor Steering Committee:
Carla López Cabrera- Fondo Centroamericano de Mujeres, FCAM (Board)
Francoise Moudouthe- African Women’s Development Fund- Africa- Regional
Judy Kan- Her Fund (Board)
Justyna Frydrych- FemFund, Poland- Europe- National
Kate Kroeger- Urgent Action Fund (Board)
Leila Hessini- Global Fund for Women (Board)
Maria Bobenrieth- Women Win- Multi-regional
Marion Duquesnes- Mediterranean Women’s Fund- Europe/Africa- Sub-regional
Michelle Reddy- Fiji Women’s Fund- Asia and the Pacific- National
Terry de Vries- Urgent Action Fund, Latin America- Regional

Prospera Secretariat Team 2002
Alexandra Garita
Amany Alhadka
Ana Pecova
Chhavi Doonga
Camila Vasques Mellet
Elda Hernández
Eleanor Kumahia
Eugenia Olmos
Juana Diaz-Montejo
Kika F.B.
Martha Tukahirwa
Nancy Akanbombe
Rebecca Thesiger
Sofia Karakaidou

Members:¹
African Women’s Development Fund
•Françoise Moudouthe
•Beatrice Boakye-Yiadom
Fadzai Muparutsa
Astraea Lesbian Foundation for Justice
•Joy Chia
•Kerry-Jo Ford Lyn
Bulgarian Fund for Women
•Nadejda Dermendjieva
•Gergana Kutseva

¹ Executive Directors of each members funds are listed first and underlined.
Calala Fondo de Mujeres
• Maria Palomares
• Fiona Montagud

Doria Feminist Fund
• Zeina Abdel Khalik

Ecumencial Women’s Initiative (EWI)
• Carolyn Boyd Tomasovic

Elas+ Fundo de Investimento Social
• Amalia E Fischer P

Equality Fund
• Jess Tomlin
• Beth Woroniuk
• Beatriz Gonzales

FemFund Poland
• Magda Pochéc
• Marta Rawłuszko
• Gosia Leszko
• Justyna Frydrych

Filia
• Lizzy Wazinski
• Nina Hälker

Fondo Alquimia
• Sara Mandujano
• Maria Paz Becerra
• Doris Quiñimil

Fondo Centroamericano de Mujeres, FCAM
• Carla Lopez
• Claudia Samcam
• Maria Esteli Gonzalez

Fondo de Mujeres Bolivia Apthapi Jopueti
• Lola (Lopo) Gutiérrez León
• Fabiola Aparicio
• Giovanna Choque
• Solangeles Ortiz Bedregal

Fondo de Mujeres del Sur, FMS
• Laura Leonelli Morey
• Virginia Bolatti

Fondo Semillas
• Gabriela Toledo
• Tania Turner

Fondo Lunaria Mujer
• Elena Rey
• Diana Magaly López Galindo

Fonds pour les Femmes Congolaises, FFC
• Julieanne Lusenge
• Faida Mwangilwa

FRIDA. The Young Feminist Fund
• Majandra Rodriguez
• Sandile Ndelu

Global Fund for Women
• Latanya Mapp-Frett
• Sandra Macias

HER Fund
• Judy Kan
• Manyee Siu

International Indigenous Women’s Forum, FIMI
• Teresa Zapeta
• Margarita Antonio
• Sushila Kumari Thapa Magar

Korean Fund for Women
• Jieun Roh
• Kenyoung Jang
• Pilwha Chang

Mama Cash
• Happy Mwende Kinyili
• Zohra Moosa

Mediterranean Women’s Fund
• Caroline Sakina Brac de la Perriere
• Marion Duquesne
• Noémie Friedli

Mongolian Women’s Fund, mones
• Agni Baljinnyam

Reconstruction Women’s Fund
• Djurdja Trajkovic
• Galina Maksimovic

Slovak-Czech Women’s Fund, SCWF
• Miroslava Babokova

South Asia Women’s Fund India, SAWF-In
• Anuradha Rajan
• Debdatta Purkayastha

Taso Foundation
• Nino Asatashvili

Tewa for Women’s Empowerment
• Urmila Shestha
• Kareena Joshi
• Laxmi Shova Shaka
• Nikiba Pradhan Maharjan

Ukrainian Women’s Fund
• Olesia Bondar
• Natalia Karbowska
Urgent Action Fund Asia Pacific
• Vinita Sahasranaman
• Virisila Buadramo
• Jebli Shrestha
• Jyotsna Maskey

Urgent Action Fund for Women’s Human Rights
• Kate Kroeger
• Bella Bat-Erdene
• Otibho Obianwu
• Shalini Eddens

Urgent Action Fund Latin America
• Sofía Marcia
• Terry de Vries
• Lorena Medina
• Sarah de Roure

Urgent Action Fund-Africa
• Ndana Bofu-Tawamba
• Immaculate Mugo
• Jean Kemitare
• Tsitsi Marylin Midzi

Women First International Fund
• Emily Forhman
• Evaline Franks
• Madonna Kendona

Women Fund Armenia
• Gohar Shahnazaryan
• Lara Aharonian

Women Win
• Maria Bobenrieth
• Gloria Rosales
• Shreya Murali
• Yvonne Henry

Women’s Fund Asia
• Anisha Chug
• Heloise de Lima
• Nikita Patodia
• Sanjana Gaind

Women’s Fund Fiji
• Michelle Reddy
• Menka Goundan
• Kuini Rabo

Women’s Fund Georgia
• Salome Chagelishvili

Women’s Fund Tanzania Trust
• Rose Marandu
• Redimna Ginwas

XOESE, the Francophone Women’s Fund
• Massan D’Almeida
• Amanda Afantchawo
• Steffie Kueviakoe
This work would have not been possible without the incredible, dedicated and committed people who work closely with the Prospera team. Working with each and all of you to think, create, learn, discuss and every other action was crucial for Noor to be a dedicated, cared and deep collective process. Thank you.

**Facilitation team:**
Claudia Lopez  
Ingrid Benedict  
Ishita Chaudhry  
Manuela Garza Ascencio  
Shaamela Cassiem  
shashyâzhí charley

**Cometa documentation team:**
Anna Langheinrich  
Maria MacGregor  
Valentina Zendejas

**Research consultants:**
Jenna Capeci  
Sarah Gunther

**Interpreters and translation:**
Denise Bennemann Castilhos  
Ethel Odriozola Monzon  
Eugenia  
Hélelène Lévesque Dion  
Iris Borianne  
Kateryna Kryzhansovska  
Laetitia Cattan  
Laura Costa  
Maggie Schmitt  
María Arellano for logistics with agency Tlatolli Ollin  
María José (Mariajo) Castro  
María Sánchez Cárdenas  
Mariela Andrade  
Matilde Buergo  
Tabatha Amilamia Mata Navarro  
Yuleina Carmona García

And a special thank you to Mayra Velázquez Díaz and everyone in the Parlante Internacional Team, including the team for equipment, audio and sound.

**Communications and audiovisual:**
Visual design for animation: Sofía Acosta Varea y María Julia Mancheno Yepez  
Photographer and video editor: Daniela Cárdenas de la Riva  
Photographer in Oaxaca: Naxhielli Ruiz Arreola  
Script writer for animation video: Sebastian Quiroz  
Videographers: Emilia Ajonjolí and Javier Najar

**Ritual and ceremony supporters:**
Abuela Amalia and her daughter Rosina Marisin  
Jacelynn Jamie Moreno  
Niza Alejandra Solari

**Special thanks for sharing your knowledge and expertise with us:**
Emilienne de León former Executive director of Prospera INWF  
Lydia Alpizar Executive Director of IM-Defensoras  
Theo Sowa former Executive Director of AWDF
And thank you Barbara Williams, our governance consultant, for your constant accompaniment, support, and political guidance along the way.

And lastly, but not less important, thank you to all of the people who supported the logistics. Thank you to the Stara Hotel and Quinta Real Oaxaca teams, everyone from event planning, front desk, restaurant, kitchen, cleaning to security. And of course, thank you to Gloria Gonzaga, Niza López Mijangos and other staff from Oaxaca4Meetings for making sound neat, making us dance and allow us to focus on the Biennial.

None of this would have been possible without the work every single person did.